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Abstract
The 'vowel dispersion theory' states that the acoustic structure of the vowel inventory in
a language can be explained by optimizing the acoustic inter-vowel contrast, under the
constraint of articulatory conditions. In this paper, the primacy of the acoustic principles
of contrast and effort is questioned by considering the possible effect of the lexicon on
vowel dispersion. As an extreme point of view, the need for acoustic contrast between
two vowels will be assumed to be determined only by the 'functional load' of the vowel
opposition. This functional load is determined by the lexicon. The results for Dutch
indicate that the functional load explains at least a part of the acoustic structure of the
Dutch vowel inventory. Since the model is tested for one language only, we emphasize
the used methodology, rather than the language-specific results.

1. Introduction

The set of phonemes in a language shows a large variety across languages. Universal
phonological trends in the structure of phoneme inventories (which have become
known as 'phonological universals') have been observed for a long time and attempts
have been made to formulate them explicitly, both in linguistic and in phonetic terms
(e.g. Ruhlen, 1976; Crothers, 1978; Koopmans-van Beinum, 1980; Koopmans-van
Beinum, 1983; Maddieson, 1984; Liljencrants & Lindblom, 1972; Lindblom, 1986;
Quanta! Theory: Stevens, 1989; Ten Bosch & Pols, 1989; Ten Bosch, 1991;
Svantesson, 1995; Schwartz, Boe & Vallee, 1995; Iivonen, 1995). Some of these
models are based on a phonological viewpoint, while other models use more acoustic
phonetic principles. These acoustic-phonetic models, aiming at the explanation of the
structure of vowel systems, have shown to be quite successful, if they are matched to
the phonological data available.
Broadly speaking, most phonetic models of the structure of vowel systems start
from two principles: (a) the reduction of articulatory effort, and (b) the optimization of
inter-vowel acoustic contrast. These principles are a direct consequence of the fact that
vowels have to be produced and are meant to be perceived, and that the corresponding
effort at the speaker' s and the listener's side is likely to be minimized. Such a
minimization principle has already been recognized by linguists in the past century. In
fact, such a principle means that vowel systems, or, more generally, segment
inventories, are governed by a principle of 'least effort' , such that an inventory of
1 This is a revised versiotl of a paper, published in the Proceedings of the
of Phonetic Sciences, Stockholm.
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which segments are hard to pronounce or in which segments are hard to distinguish
perceptually will be less favourable than a system in which segments are easy to
pronounce and easy to identify. The easier the inventory, the more probable its
existence in real life, and as a consequence, one can say that existing systems tend to
'minimize' the involved required effort of production and/or perception.
There is much debate, however, about the adequacy of these principles. First of all,
purely linguistic principles such as (vowel) symmetry are not taken into account at all.
These linguistic principles will not be discussed here. Secondly, one might debate the
relative weighing of the articulatory and perceptual principle, and the exact
quantification of effort. The perceptually-based quantification of the difference of
segments in general is troublesome since many segments have a dynamic character, i.e.
change over time, and the perceptual difference is not known to simply integrate over
time. Only for (steady) vowels, more or less substantial results have been reported (by
Kewley-Port and Atal, 1989, for example). At the production side, it is well known that
languages exist with a very rich complex consonant inventory, and it would certainly be
not correct to claim that a language just strives for minimal articulatory effort, although
indeed there is a slight tendency to simple consonant systems (Maddieson, 1984).
Moreover, it is well known (see e.g. ten Bosch, 1991) that, given quantifications of
perceptual contrast and articulatory effort, a numerical specification of the weighing
between them is essential for the outcome of the model. We here leave aside the
problem of the difference between context-dependent and context-independent notions
of effort and ditto for perceptual contrast.
With respect to the quantification of contrast and articulatory effort of segments in
isolation, more elaborate models become available now. (An example of the use of
more elaborate models is given by Abry et al., 1994). This means that new, more
complicated phonetic models can be designed that aim at the explanation of
phonologically and phonetically specified segment inventories. In particular, vowel
models that attempt to explain the phenomenon of vowel dispersion that is observed in
the majority of languages, could now be based on articulatory synthesis models and
advanced auditory models.
In this paper, we want to address a totally different point, in which the structure of
vowel systems is based on the 'functional load' of vowel oppositions. For example, if a
hypothetical language has only three vowels la!, Iii and lul, and many minimally pairing
words with Iii and lul and only a few with la!, the need for acoustic contrast between la!
and both other vowels will be less than the need for acoustic contrast between Iii and
lul. This difference will in one way or another be reflected in the acoustic distances
between these three vowels: the need for acoustic difference between Iii and lul will be
larger then between the other two vowel pairs. In the present model, it will be assumed
that the need for acoustic contrast between two vowels is directly based on the
capability of these two vowels to distinguish words in the lexicon. This need will
therefore be related to (a) the lexical distribution of minimal word pairs, (b) the (token)
frequency of words, and (c) a model that relates inter-vowel distance with inter-vowel
confusion.
In the next sections, the notion of functionality, as well as a model to relate lexical
structure with inter-vowel distances will be discussed. Next, results will be presented
for the Dutch case. A discussion follows in the concluding section.
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2. Lexical structure

Let us assume that a language has exactly N stable vowels of which the acoustic
realisation is context-independent. Context-independency is an essential technical
constraint: the vowel dispersion model aims at an explanation of the structure of the
'vowel system' of the language, without reference to actual pronunciations in
consonantal environments. For each vowel pair (v1> v2) we can select all those words
from the lexicon that form phonemically minimal pairs with respect to v1 and v2,
resulting in two lists L1 and L2• The list L1 consists of words containing v1 each having
one corresponding minimally pairing word containing v2 in the list L2. So the vowel
pair (v1o v2) and the lexicon completely specify the lists L1 and L2, and these lists are
independent of the ordering of the vowels. The notion of 'phonemically minimal' can
be based (is to be based) on the norm phonetic transcription of the words. Additionally,
the lists L1 and L2 can be constrained so as to contain words within the same
grammatical category to allow word confusion that is syntactically possible.
As an example, the /E/-/I/ opposition leads to two Dutch lists. If we select the noun
pairs, two lists are obtained, one containing (among other words) /sEnt/, /dEs/, /klEp/,
/sxEp@r/, /b@klEmIN/, the other list containing the corresponding pair members
/slnt/, /dls/, /kllp/, /sxlp@r/, /b@kllmIN/. Here '@' denotes the schwa, and 'N' the
velar nasal. The two short vowels IOI and /E/ yield two lists with /bOt/ (Eng. 'bone')
and /bEt/ ('bed') figuring in it. However, the minimal pair /rOt/ -- /rEt/ ('rotten' 'save') will never be included in any list since these words differ in grammatical
category. In order to give an idea of the size of these lists: the number of minimal one
syllable noun pairs is 4295, for two syllables 1175, and for three syllables 251. These
data are based on CELEX (1990).
The basic assumption here is that the need for contrast between v1 and v2 is
determined by the probability of confusion between the words figuring in the lists L1
and L2, more precisely, by the (lexical or token) frequency of each word in L1 and in
L2. If the frequency of word w is denoted by f(w), the probability of the overall word
confusion due to vowel confusion is given by

Lw

f(w) P(w) / ls

The sum is taken over all words w in the lexicon, ls denotes the lexicon size, and P(w)
denotes the probability of confusing a word w with a minimally pairing word that
differs by (just) one vowel. This confusion probability can be rewritten as

the sum taken over each vowel pair (v1> v2) and all minimal word pairs (w1> w2) from
L1 and L2, where the word lists L1 and L2 correspond to the distinct vowel pair (v1> v2)
as described above. NF denotes a normalisation factor depending on the size of the
lexicon. P(v1 > v2) denotes the probability of acoustically confusing the 'stimulus'
vowel v1 as v2. The above expression is symmetric in w1 and w2, since the 'donor'
word w1 and the 'r�ceiver' word w2 have been assumed to play an equal role. The
psycholinguistic interpretation of this equal role is that the confusion between a certain
given word containing v1 and a minimally pairing word containing v2 only depends on
the (token) frequency of w2. For example, if the acoustic signal represents /sEnt/, the
probability of perceiving /slnt/ increases with the token frequency of the word /slnt/.
Accordingly, if the ifiter-vowel confusion probability between III en /E/ is symmetric,
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and if /sEnt/ has a token frequency of 5000 and /slnt/ has a token frequency of 50000,
then it follows from the formula that the probability of perceiving /slnt/ is 10 times
higher than the probability of perceiving /sEnt/ once the counterpart word has been
presented. If the probability of perceiving /E/ when /I/ is presented P(I > E)) is ten times
higher than P(E > I), the probability of perceiving /slnt/ is equal to the probability of
perceiving /sEnt/. The inter-vowel confusion is compensated by the token frequency of
the 'patient' word, and that is just what the formula does. It is known that, broadly
speaking, for the listener the 'accessibility' of words increases with their token
frequency; in the above expression it is assumed that this relation is linear. This is, of
course, a very drastic simplification. If the accessibility of words would be completely
independent of its (token) frequency, the above formula should be adapted to

An appropriate expression could be

'C denoting an exponent (between 0 and l , vowel-independent and word-independent) to
be estimated or determined by psycholinguistic data.
Resuming, we have the following situation. On the basis of the lexicon, pairs of lists
can be determined for each vowel pair in the language. By the formula given above, we
have an expression for the confusion between minimally pairing words in terms of the
known frequencies of these words and the unknown probabilities P(vi > vj). The flow
of the arguments is now as follows: since there is a relation between the acoustic
specification (for example: formant position) of vowels and the confusion probabilities
P(vi > vj ) on the one hand, and between P(vi > vj) and the overall probability of
confusing words on the other hand, there exists an (indirect) relation between the
acoustic specification of vowels and the overall probability of confusing minimal word
pairs. The (optimization of) functional contrast between vowels can therefore directly be
defined in terms of (minimization of) the probability of confusing minimal word pairs.
Therefore, an acoustic specification of the Dutch vowel system can be looked for that
minimizes the overall confusion between minimal word pairs. Consequently, it can be
attempted to find the 'optimal' vowel system for e.g. Dutch, if we have a sufficiently
long list of frequent Dutch words, an adequate norm description of each word in terms
of phonemes, all the (token and type) frequencies, and a model relating acoustic
distance between vowels and the probability to confuse them. In the next sections, we
will discuss the aspects inter-vowel confusion, acoustic distance, and the experimental
set-up and results.
The formulae given above allow a neat interpretation in terms of probability theory.
This will be discussed in Appendix 1.

3. Inter-vowel confusion

As observed earlier, an important aspect of the model is the relation between inter
vowel confusion and inter-vowel acoustic distance. This aspect is in fact a common
feature of each vowel dispersion model. Many models have been proposed, for
example based on the classical vowel dispersion model (Liljencrants & Lindblom,
t
1972).
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Figure 1. The optimal vowel configuration by Kruskal's algorithm using monotonic
'
stress and token frequencies, based on nouns and pronomina.

Here we will assume an exponential relation between the inter-vowel confusion
probability P(v1 > v2) and the inter-vowel acoustic distance d12:

with C a positive (scaling) constant that is related to the overall scaling of the acoustic
space. The assumption implies that P(v1 > v2) = P(v2 > v1), so P(v2 I v1) = P(v1 I v2),
i.e. the confusion matrix for vowels is symmetric. Asymmetrical confusion matrices
may be used, but the quantitative aspects in this model will increase in difficulty. The
model states that if the acoustic distance is zero, the confusion probability is maximal.
Lindblom (1986) suggest a relation of the form P(v1 > v2) = l/d�2, which evidently
yields singularities if the acoustic distance is small.

4. The definition of acoustic distance

The distance dij between vowels vi and Vj is here determined by the Euclidean distance
between the first two formant frequencies, after a transformation from Hz to an ERB
scale. The ERB-transformation is applied in order to optimally agree with the frequency
selectivity of the human auditory system (Patterson, 1976; Glasberg & Moore, 1990).
The formant representation is chosen for two reasons: (a) to allow a match between
model predictions and phonologically specified vowel systems, and (b) the findings that
Euclidean distances based on bark-transformed formants may highly correlate with
judged dissimilarities between vowels (e.g. Kewley-Port & Atal, 1989). The
differences between the bark-representation and the ERB-representation are in this
respect of minor importance.
5. Experimental set-up and results

On the basis of the previous sections, the experiment was set-up as follows. Lists of all
lexical items of the sar& grammatical category in Dutch have been extracted from the
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Figure 2. The optimal vowel configuration by Kruskal's algorithm using linear stress,
and token frequencies, based on all grammatical categories.

CELEX database (CELEX, 1990). The twelve Dutch monophthongs (denoted a, i, u,
e, o, E, 0, I, A, y, U, OE, the last two vowels figuring in two Dutch words with
orthography 'put' and 'peut' ) were selected for comparison. The schwa and the three
diphthongs were not taken into account. As explained above, for each vowel pair
(v1>v2), two lists where constructed with corresponding phonemically minimal word
pairs with the same grammatical category.

On the basis of the lists, the following coefficients

were determined, both by taking the token frequencies as well as the type (lexical)
frequencies. Next, vowel positions were searched such that

Table I. Relative lexical (type) and token frequencies for 10 grammatical categories in
Dutch. Data from the CELEX database (1990).
CATEGORY

re!. lexical freq.

re!. token fr�.

ADJ

13. 8

9. 5

ADV

1. 4

8.2

ART

0. 0

10. 7

c

0. 1

6. 6

EXP

0.1

0. 0

N

72. 3

19. 1

NUM

0. 2

1. 0

PREP

0. 1

13. 1

PRON

0. 1

13. 3

v

11. 6

18. 0
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was minimized (see Appendix for details). This minimization was done by Kruskal's
algorithm, by searching positions in a two-dimensional space, such that the Kruskal
stress between the distances in the output of the Kruskal algorithm and the distances on
the basis of
dij

=

-log(P(vi > Vj))/C

was minimized. For the application of Kruskal's algorithm, C = 1 was taken. (The
value of C is not relevant for the result of Kruskal's algorithm, as long as it is fixed
during minimization.) In order to study the robustness of the found vowel
configurations, vowel systems have been determined for all eight combinations of three
important binary factors: stress, word frequency definition, and the structure of lexical
lists. The Kruskal factor stress refers to the possibility of finding an optimum vowel
configuration by using a linear ('l') or monotonic ('m') fashion in terms of the
mismatch between the matrix of actual inter-vowel distances on the one hand, and the
desired distances on the other hand. A monotonic fit is just an ordinal fit. The second
factor (word frequency definition) refers to the possibilities of defining the frequency of
a word on the basis of token frequency ('t') or on the basis of lexical ('l') frequency.
The third factor (structure of lexical lists) refers to the construction of the lists Li,
whether these lists are constrained so as to contain nouns ('n') and pronomina (PRON)
only, or to contain all categories ('a') instead. This third factor is based on the
following table presenting relative lexical and token frequencies for 10 syntactical
categories (indicated in the first column of table I.). Articles (ART), expletives (EXP),
adjectives (ADJ) and other, numerically minor categories are not considered. Among
the prepositions (PREP), there are hardly any minimal pairs. The verb (V) category,
although showing a high type and token probability, is excluded from figuring in the
lists Li since it only contains infinitives.
In table II, the results obtained from Kruskal's algorithm are summarized in terms of
Spearman rank correlations on the basis of the inter-vowel distances between the model
output and actual formant data for Dutch (derived from Koopmans-van Beinum, 1980
and from Van Son & Pols, 1990). The second column specifies the used factor
combinations by a three-letter code using 'm' or 'l', 't' or 'l', and 'n' or 'a', referring to
the combination of the three binary factors stress, word frequency definition, and
Table II. Results of 8 different Kruskal optimizations. The Kruskal stress factor, word
frequency definition, and structure of lexical lists is speci ried in the second column. The
Spearman rank correlation between the output of Kruskal's algorithm and the actual data
is specified in column three. For a description of the factors see the text.
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S�arman

1

m, t, n

0.75

2

m, t, a

0.70

3

m, 1, n

0.68

4

m,

0.66

1, a

I, t, n

0.63

6

1, t, a

0.64

7

1, I, n

0.53

8

I, I, a

0. 54

5

�

factor comb.
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structure of lexical lists: monotonous - linear, token - lexical, and (noun+ pronomina) all categories. The difference between combination number 6 and 7 is significant, as
well as is the difference between 1 and 4, 2 and 5, 3 and 6, and larger differences. The
results are optimized across many (> 200) random initial vowel configurations, to avoid
locally optimal solutions.
Among the monotonic options (option 1 to 4 in table II), the 'm,t, n' option yields the
highest Spearman correlation with actual data (token frequency, nouns+ pronomina).
The corresponding vowel system is shown in figure 1. The contour lines connect the
formant positions corresponding to 'equal articulatory effort' as proposed in ten Bosch
(1991). The 12 monophthongs are plotted in the figure in such a way that the resulting
configuration optimally resembles the actual (F l -F2) situation. This has been done by
rotating, shifting and/or mirroring the output of Kruskal's algorithm so as to optimize
the match between the model solution and the known actual formant data. This post
processing of the output in the formant space is allowed (and required) since it is only
specified up to an overall omnidirectional scaling factor, up to rotations, and up to line
reflections in the formant space.
Among the linear options (option 5 to 8 in table II), the 'l, t, a' combination yields
the highest Spearman correlation. In this setting, Kruskal's algorithm attempts to
optimally match the inter-vowel distances on the basis of the inter-vowel confusion
probabilities, based on token frequencies and all syntactical categories. The
corresponding optimal vowel system in this is shown in figure 2.
6.

Discussion

Table II presented above shows that the match between predicted and actual vowel
system is larger in the monotonous case than it is in the linear case. Evidently, the
condition in the linear case is harder to meet, since monotonicity involves a relaxation of
the linear constraint. Given the monotonic and linear option, the results for the token
frequency (slightly) outperform the results obtained with the lexical frequency. This is
in line with our expectation. The differences between the options (noun + pronomina)
('n') and all categories ('a') are small, and most likely not significant.

Vowel triangle traceable
Both figure 1 and 2 show that the lexical structure of Dutch explains at least a part of the
structure of the Dutch vowel system. This is interesting, since the structure was based
on optimization on the basis of minimal word pairs only, without any reference to
acoustic-phonetic interpretations of the phoneme symbols. There are, however, a few
discrepancies. In the monotonic option (figure 1), the acoustic position of the short III
and /A/ are remarkable. Globally, the triangle-like structure is preserved, but especially
the short vowels are not located in coherence with their known acoustic specification.
The acoustic distance between IAl and /0/ is larger than expected. This is related to the
fact that the number of minimally opposing words for these acoustically close vowels is
surprisingly large for Dutch (ten Bosch, 1991). Also in figure 2 (referring to the linear
option), the Iii, la! and /u/ do not span the vowel triangle. For example, the short I Al
lies further from the center than /a/ does. Also here, the distance between IAl and /0/ is
larger than expected. In both options, the location of the vowels /U/ from Dutch 'put')
and /OE/ (from 'peut') is not precise. Nevertheless, the triangle-like structure of the
vowel system, at least for the monophthongs, is traceable.
�·
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Long versus short vowels
Apart from the question how to integrate diphthongs (these are entirely excluded here),
there is another issue to be addressed, viz. the distinction between long and short
vowels. In fact, we studied the 12 monophthongs without any reference to length
differences. The integration of the length opposition into an acoustic contrast measure
based on spectral and durational contrasts is troublesome (see e.g. ten Bosch, 1991).
How duration is to be included remains therefore unclear. A difference in duration
contributes to the overall perceived dissimilarity between vowels, and one might think
of an expression such as

in which diss(v1, v2), dspec(V1> V2) and dc1urCv1, v2) denote the overall dissimilarity
between the vowels v1 and v2, the dissimilarity based on the spectral distance between
the vowels, and the dissimilarity between the vowels as a consequence of a difference
in (acoustic) duration. 'expr' denotes an expression that is still to be determined. It is
however, a problem of subtle weighing between all these factors to get interpretable
output of any optimization algorithm.

Metric in the vowel jpace
In fact, inter-vowel confusion and the definition of the acoustic-phonetic metric
involves more care. In this respect, the choices in the model can easily be elaborated. A
possible improvement of the definition of 'acoustic contrast' may involve the use of the
first cepstral coefficients based on a spectral representation of an acoustic 'norm
realisation' of each vowel. In automatic speech recognition systems, the cepstra prove
to be a robust acoustic representation of speech segments given context-dependence and
speaker variability. The distance between vowels may in that case be based on the
Mahalanobis distance (weighted Euclidean distance), if necessary with diagonal
covariance matrices. The relation between vowel confusion and this elaborated distance
measure, however, is a more psycholinguistic aspect of the model. As is well-known,
there is a difference in judged dissimilarity of vowel like segments when presented in
isolation compared to the case in which they are presented in context. A vowel
dispersion model should account for that difference or at least correct for possible bias
effects.
·

Asymmetry

Another aspect that might be relevant for the generalizibility of the model concerns the
possibility of having an asymmetric vowel confusion matrix based on a symmetric
vowel distance matrix. It has been observed (Weenink, personal communication) that
vowel confusion matrices for the short vowels only show a tendency for a vowel
stimulus to be perceived with a lower first and second formant, specially if the vowel
stimuli are short (a bit shorter than their average duration in spontaneous speech). This
means, for example, that the probability of an IAl being confused with an IOI is much
larger then the probability of an IOI being confused with an IAl. The perception
experiments have been performed by extracting stable vowel portions, taken from the
mid portion of the vowel.
This suggests that the vowel confusion matrix, although based on the symmetric
distance matrix, results by a (psycholinguistically or psycho-acoustically motivated)
bias towards the stimuli with smaller formants.
�
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Output validation
A problem that arises when vowel dispersion models are enriched with more
sophisticated 'modules' is the validation of the output. In most cases the acoustic
specification of the acoustic-phonetic data, to which the output of the Kruskal algorithm
should be matched, is insufficient to justify the use of complicated model designs. For
example, if one is tempted to explain the 'structure' of the vowel inventories of the
languages in the word, by setting up an acoustic-phonetic model and by matching its
output with phonological databases, it is of no importance to have the model super
specify the acoustic properties of the phonological segments, since this is not relevant in
the matching procedure.

"

Conclusion

In this paper, a model has been presented that aims at the explanation of the Dutch
vowel inventory by using a lexically based contrast. The model is based on a number of
explicit assumptions, concerning the validity of the relation between vowel confusion
and vowel distance and the symmetry of the confusion matrix, the use of the
probabilities in the way described above, and the entire neglection of the direct need for
acoustic contrast itself. It furthermore does not take into account notions such as the
dynamic interpretation of contrast and articulatory effort, i.e. contrast and effort in
context. Probably, the structure of vowel inventories is a result of a mixture of
linguistic, acoustic-phonetic and pragmatic factors that cannot be disentangled properly.
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Appendix

In section 2, we have observed that a lexically-based expression D, indicating the
lexically-based dispersion of a vowel system, is basically of the form

the sum to be taken over all vowel pairs, where Aij are constants that are entirely
determined by the structure of the lexicon:

where the sum is taken over all words w 1 in L1 and all words w2 in L2• Observe that D
is to be minimized ( l /D might therefore be a better definition of dispersion, from a
purely numerical point of view).
It is possible to interpret the relation of the formulae above in terms of probability
theory. Writing Aij P(vi > vj) = eij , it is assumed that these values eij are small (this
means that the probability of confusing minimally pairing words is still quite small,
much less than 1). In that case, D = :Uij can (in first order) be approximated by
1 - (1-e12)(1-e13)... ( l -e( N I ) N)
-

,

which is still to be minimized, in other words, IT (1-eij) is to be maximized, the product
to be taken over all vowel pairs. This latter expression is approximated by
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. ----,

I

(** denoting the power function) which reveals a lexically-determined weighing of the
'flat' unbiased expression

IT

(1 - P(vi > vj))

which returns the probability of vi not being confused by any oth�r vowel from vi, ... ,
vN, given the confusion probabilities P(vi > vj) and a uniform a priori distribution of the
vowels. The exponents Aij that are determined by the lexicon modify the unbiased case
into the lexically-balanced case.
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